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ABSTRACT

Noting that research and theory building in the area
of listening have evolved from a variety of disciplines, this paper
examines the contributions to listening theory made by humanistic
psychology. The paper first offers an overview of humanistic
psychology, examining some of the basic assumptions and postulates
that serve as a foundation for "Third Force" psychology, an
orientation emphasizing meaning and value in human life. It then
discusses selected concepts that have been incorporated into
listening theory, such as emphszic listening, mutual engagement,
feedback, attending behaviors, and nonvaluative listening. The paper,
also presents an analysis of potential areas of further contributions
for listening studies that have gone untapped or been given only
cursory attention, including symbolization of experience, skill
training, response studies, and perceived listening. The paper
concludes with a call to scholars, theorists, and researchers to tap
the potentially rich contributions of not only humanistic psychology,
but also many other disciplines that relate directly and indirectly
to the field of listening. (FL)
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ABSTRACT

This study examines selected contributions of humanistic psychology
:o listening theory and research. A basic overview of humanistic psychology is provided to review some of the basic assumptions and postulates
which serve as a foundation for "Third Force" psychology. Selected
concepts which have been incorporated into listening theory are then
discussed. This is followed by an analysis of potential areas of further
contributions for listening studies which have either gone untapped or
only given cursory acknowledgment by listening scholars. Several
suggestions are offered regarding possible research topics, extentions
of methodologies for listening education/training, and theory building.
And lastly, listening scholars, thinkers, theorists, and researchers
are encouraged to tap even further into the potentially rich contributions of not just humanistic psychology but rather to explore many other
disciplines which relate directly and indirectly to the field of listening.
This cross-disciplinary perspective for listening would increase awareness
of the substantial contributions listening can make to other disciplines and
gain from other theoretical and philosophical points-of-view.
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF HUMANISTIC PSYCHOLOGY TO LISTENING

Research and theory building in the area of listening have evolved from
a variety of disciplines since listening is a vital component of nearly all
human interaction. This study will examine the contributions of humanistic
psychology to the growing area of listening theory by first providing an overview of humanistic trends in psychology and by secondly focusing on selected
aspects of this movement which have been incorporated into listening concepts.
The following examination is not intended to be exhaustive, but rather is designed to explore particular aspects which have been especially significant to
listening. Since the development of conceptualizations is seldom the private
domain of one field of knowledge, it should be understood that it would be
simplistic to assume all the explored contributions were given birth by those
in humanistic psychology. Rather, several of these ideas were nurtured and
developed through the focus of humanistic psychology although they have their
roots in earlier and related areas of knowledge such as existential philosophy
and ethical tenets.
Humanistic Psychology

There are three fundamental approaches in psychology. The first trend
or orientation is generally entitled the Freudian or psychoanalytic approach.
It is associated with such terms as "Neo-Freudian," "instinctual," "psychology
of the unconscious," "ego-psychology," "id-psychology, " and "dynamic
psychology." The second orientation possesses the title of behaviorism.
Terms often associated with this approach include "objective," "impersonal,"
t'experimental," "logical-positivistic," "laboratory," and "operational." The
third of the orientations which are primary emphases in psychology is
that of humanism. Words used in conjunction -vith this approach inc:ude
"being and becoming, " "science of inner experience," "health-and-growth
psychology," "self-actualization," "self-theory," "phenomenological," and
"existential. "1
A significant number of psychologists came to believe that the first two
orientations did not align with the everyday experiences of most human beings.
As a result, "Third Force" psychology evolved out of a set of shared convictions
regarding healthy human life. This school of psychological thought "developed
new approaches to the study of the person and new methods of psychoth3rapy,
based on their different understanding of people. "2 It provides a new view or
orientation to psychology instead of a new psychology. As Frank Sever in
describes humanistic psychology: "Through constructive criticism and research it hopes to bring psyschology of every theoretical complexion into
closer contact with our everyday perceptions of man. "3 Process is the
major focus of this orientation. .1
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Humanistic psychology is markedly different from the psychological
systems which preceded it because of its strong emphasis upon a philosophical
underpining about the nature of human existence. "This is one of the most
significant and distinctive characteristics of this contemporary system of
psychology. "5 The psychoanalytic school of Freud and the behaviorism school
of Watson placed their orientations outside the realm of philosophy. Humanistic
psychology takes the opposite position and "criticizes theories of human life
that strer s those mechanical aspects of human functioning which take the
physical sciences as models. "D "Third Force" psychology emphasizes meaning
and value in human life rather than seeing the mind as a mechanism. The
significance of this approach to psychology is summarized by Biihler in the
following passage:

"Thus humanistic psychology is revolutionary in that
(1) it presents a positive model of man, and (2) its proponents, admitting their own beingness, believe that life
is to be lived subjectively, as it takes place. Humanistic
psychologists are human beings first and scientists second.
Even in the moment of observation they do not claim to be
'objective.' They are intent on the discovery of methods
within the highly subjective interchange of a relationship
which will garner 'personal knowledge' of another human
being. "7

This movement can be perceived as a nevi direction in psychology and at
the same time a protest against the "entire orientation of psychology since
Hobbes and Locke, against its Newtonian and Darwinian models of man, 8

and against its mechanistic, deterministic, and reductionist character."
Out of this reaction a group of psychologists blended their ideological perspectives together with a common core of the humanistic orientation. This
view posits that human beings are more than the sum of their parts. A person
is always in process.
Thus, human beings aren't simply interchangeable units that can be
studied in mass. The traditional views held by earlier schools are b-...ing
discussed and analyzed from a new and exciting perspective as a result.
For example, the belief that diagnostic information is a necessary part
of treatment has been discovered to be an unwarranted view when working
with therapy of an outpatient, interview type. This humanistic orientation
takes the position that diagnostic information tends to be part-function
information, while the most effective psychotherapy is directed toward
whole-person relationships. Bugental summarizes this point by describing
diagnostic information as "useful when the need is to treat people as objects,

as represeri+atives of classes, rather than as individuals." Humanistic

psychology moves away from this belief and toward knowledge of the patient
which recognizes their basic humanity and individuality in a nonmanipulative
manner.
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Bugental presents what he terms the "basic postulates" of humanistic
psychology. They can be paraphrased as follows: (1) .Iuman beings actually
supersede the sum of their parts, (2) Human beings experience their own
being in a human or relationship context, (3) Human beings possess the
quality of awareness, (4) Human beings have choice, and (5) Human beings
are basically intentional (thus, drive-reduction and homeostatic conceptions
are rejected since mankind seeks rest but also variety and a type of disequ ilibrium at times). 1°
This indicates that the humanistic orientation deals with the individual
experiencing of the world rather than with a throwing together of individual
experiences into a generalized system for analysis, which can then be
used to posit universal categories of experience. The humanist is basically
interested in the nature of human experience and the communication of
the many nuances it contains. Maslow makes this very point when he states
psychology "should study the human being not just as passive clay, helplessly
determined by outside forces. Man is, or should L , an active, autonomous,
self-governing mover, chooser and center of his own life."
The postulates and views expressed above would lead to the conclusion
that humanistic psychology is not a specific school of thought within psychology
but rather a general attitude or orientation directed towai J all areas of
psychology. "It stands for respect for the worth of persons, respect for
differences of approach, open-mindedness as to acceptable methods, and
interest in exploration of new aspects of human behavior. "12
Some of the writers who have expressed this of ientation include Allport,
A ngyal, Asch, Buhler, Fromm, Goldstein, Horney, Maslow, Moustakas,
Rogers, Wertheimer, and in certain cases Jung, Adler, psychoanalytic
ego-psychologists, existential and phenomenological psychologists.
With all their differences in points-of-view and with their admitting to
a lack of unanimity, there does seem to be a common core of assumptions
which binds humanistic psychologists loosely together. A summary
of these four elements was developed by the Association of Humanistic
Psychology and will perhaps serve as an appropriate overview of the basic
threads which link them:
"A centering of attention on the experiencing person and
thus a focus on experience as the primary phenomenon in
the study of man. Both theoretical explanations and overt
behavior are considered secondary to experience itself and
to its meaning to the person.
(2.) An emphasis on such distinctively human qualities as choice,
creativity, valuation, and self-realization, as opposed to
thinking about human beings in mechanistic and reductionistic
(1.)

terms.

(3.) An allegiance to meaningfulness in the selection of problems
for study and of research procedures, and an opposition to
a primary emphasis on objectivity at the expense of significance.
(4.) An ultimate concern with and valuing of the dignity and worth
of man and an interest in the development of the potiential

inherent in every person. Central in this vi w is the person as
he discovers his own being and relates to other persons and to
social groups. "13
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Selected Listening Contributions of Third Force Psychology
With its philosophical roots in existentialism and phenomenology,
humanistic psychology views human beings as constantly in a state of
"becoming" or moving toward their full potential. An obvious contribution emerging from this perspective is, of course, the entire area
of therapeutic listening. Wolvin and Coakley acknowledgeitids form
of listening as one of the five major purposes of listening. Many of
the refinements in this area of listening theory can be traced to third
force psychology and the removal of the mystique surrounding therapeutic communication. The following are some of the major contributions
to listening theory which have directly or indirectly evolved from humanistic psychology.
Empathic Listening

One of the most popular and respected of the contemporary humanistic
psychologists is Carl Rogers. Like the other third force psychologists,
he has helped move psychology closer to our everyday communication
experiences. As the father of client-centered therapy, he has an essential
faith in human interaction and is generally credited as the "orginator of
the concept of empathic listening. '45 Existential communication with its
emphasis upon empathy is seen by Rogers as the heart of transactions.
As human beings, we have the capacity of awarenessawareness of self,
awareness of potential, awareness of experience, and awareness of others.
Through the writings of Rogers, Carkhuff , Jourard, May, Maslow, and
others, empathy is viewed in humanistic psychology as a vital component of
effective communication and awareness.
This empahsis has contributed to a recognition of empathy as a key
element in effective listening. Several listening scholars view empathic
listening as one of the major forms of listening and virtually all listening
texts acknowledge the importance of empathy in the listening process.16
No matter whether in formal therapy settings or informal settings, empathic
listening leads to greater understanding, less defensiveness, and more
open communication. As Rogers indicates, effective communication is
always therapeutic, " and empathic listening is an essential part of this
process.
Client - .:entered therapy, gestalt therapy, and the other movements
within humanistic psychology consistently "encourage getting in touch with
and expression of feelings." 18 It is not the only form of listening, but it
is crucial to growth of self and of relationships. It requires a special
sensitivity. "Empathic listening is not easy; it is perhaps the pinnacle
of listening. It demands fine skill and exquisite tuning to another's mood
and feelings. 1'
11

Mutual Engagement

The approach of Rogers and other humanistic psychologists took therapists
out of the authoritarian role and viewed the patient and therapist as two persons
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interacting with each other. Buhler and Allen explain how Rogers' approach
differs from that of the psychoanalytic practitioners:
" The psychoanalyst feels protected by his presence as
an authority figure. But the humanistic therapist recognizes and utilizes his own frailty, his own experience.
He shares the human dilemma and can risk stepping out
of a more elevated, deified role to admit to this. In psychoanalysis techniques were a major factor, whereas the
SUCCESS of humanistic psychotherapy depends to a great

extent on the therapist's discovery of individually tailored
methods of communicating with his patient to impress upon
him those things which they share. "6°
Thrts, humanistic psychology emphasizes adaptation to our partner in the
listening process instead of placing the listener in a superior role and it
emphasizes mutuality in the listening process. "Rogers finds that this
mutual interaction is more instrumental in the development of trust and
acceptance than is the highly emotional relationship of dependency characteristic of the transferring patient in the Freudian setting. X21 Mutuality or the
recognition of the two-way nature of the communication process is fundamental
to the humanistic ethic and this empahsis has influenced a similar focus in
listening theory.
This mutual engagement includes an active involvement in the interpersonal
transaction by the listener, helper, or therapist. In his earlier works Rogers
had advocated a nondirective role for this listener, but in later writing he
modified his views as he became more and more convinced that it must be an
active participation by the listener. His has led to the active listening focus
of client-centered therapy, which has in turn contributed to an emphasis upon
active involvement and mutuality in much of the listening literature. This
perspective grows out of the existential foundations of humanistic psychology
and is in the tradition of the I-Thou relationship conceptualized by Martin Buber.
The humanistic psychologist "does not stand apart aloof, introspective, and
hypothesizing. Hwmphasizes full participation in life and includes himself

as a participant."
Feedback

Evolving from the mutuality of the transaction, feedback emerges as a
vital element of active listening. Humanistic psychology recognizes the selfactualizing individual as one who can bridge the distance between self and others.
Feedback is dynamic and spontaneous and provides confirming responses to
the speaker. Rogers is quick to indicate that this confirming feedback does not
equate to agreement with all the attitudes, beliefs, and values of our partner.
It is a supportive feedback which acknowledges and supports our partner, even
in moments of not agreeing with all that the speaker is saying. Wolvin ann
Coakley list active listening and sending feedback which is supportive as two
of the four key listening strategies necessary for effective communication. 23
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Listening is associated with active feedback by humanistic psychologists
and is especially emphasized by Carl Rogers. This link has had a major
impact upon the recognition in listening theory of the active nature of this
process. Listening is acknowledged by communication scholars as anything
but passive in nature--it is not a linear activity. Responding appropriately
in consistently listed as a component in contemporary listening models. 24
Humanistic psychology research has added much to our knowledge of the
impact of different types of responses, although listening researchers have
not utilized all of these potential listening contributions. ParaphrE ling as
a listening skill, for example, was perfected in particular by clientcentered therapists. Likewise, commonly used techniques advocated by
listening experts such as reflecting, clarifyi, and drawing out all have their
roots in humanistic psychology approaches. 6° All of these are specific methods
of providing active feedback during the listening process.
Attending Behaviors

Another major component of almost all listening models is attention or
the attending process. The vast majority of information we have on this topic
emerges from contemporary psychology. Humanistic psychology with its
relational focus has provided a strong influence toward the understanding
of attending behaviors. For example, Robert Carkhuff's paradigm for the
helping process begins with attending and then moves on ico responding,
personalizing, and initiating skills. 48 Many of the LIU anistic psychologists
are very precise about which behaviors are needed foi effective attending
behavior during listening.
One particular aspect of attending behavior which has been explored in
considerable depth by the humanistic psychologists and which has had strong
contributions to listening is the concept of genuineness. Genuineness, projection
of competence, self-confidence, and expres3iveness of the psychotherapist
have been found to be highly correlated with successful therapy.27 Attending
and responding with genuineness means being real in an encounter, avoiding
phoniness and not hiding behind what could be called a profes,,ional facade.
This important listening condition is described as follows by Rogers:

"In relation to therapy it means that the therapist is what
he is, during his encounter with his client. He is without front
or facade, openly being the feelings and =attitudes which at the
moment are flowing in him. It involves the element of selfawareness, meaning that the feelings the therapist is experiencing are available to him, available to his awareness, and also
that he is able to live these feelings, to be them in the relationship,
and able to communicate them if appropriate. It means that he comes
into a direct personal encounter with his client, meeting him on a

person-to-person basis. It means that he is being himself, not
denying himself." 28
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Congruence results in perceived genuineness, That is, there must be
a consistency between what we are experiencing as a listener and what we
are expressing as an active responder. Our attending behaviors reflect
genuineness when this congruence exists. Humanistic psychologists note
that it is impossible for the listener to be a paragon who exhibits total
congruence or genuineness at all times. The client-centered approach
especially examines the subtle behavioral cues which can be used to measure
the degree of this openness or congruence. Low levels of congruence with
defensiveness can be indicated by contradictions between the content of a
client's message and his voice qualities or the nonverbal cues he presents.
The "professional tone" can be another barrier to congruence since the
therapist seems to be more interested in sounding a certain way than in
feeling and expressing what is being experienced. The quality of a
therapist's voice and his or her manner of expression are the most evident
indicators of genuineness. This is most likely because day to day encounters with people teach us to become aware of such subtle cues and variations
in voice qualities and actions.29
Such attending awareness is not only significant to the listener from the
perspective of self-awareness, but also become highly important to the
listener from the perspective of locating the level of congruence in the
behavior of the speaker. A type of reciprocity can evolve from the listener's
attending behavior resulting in gradual shifts in the direction of greater
genuineness on the part of the speaker. Mitchell and Truax state:

"Perhaps a large part of the reason for the effectiveness and
central importance of genuineness lies in the fact that our
own openness and personal freedom from defensiveness in
a therapeutic encounter provides a model for the other person
to follow in moving towards openness and freedom to be
himself." 30
This type of listener modeling and transparency leads to constructive and
effective interpersonal communication. The openness is derived from
accurate symbolization into awareness of the relationship experienced.
Genuineness and the communication of the characteristic is what Rogers
calls the "growing edge" of his approach to therapy and interpersonal
effectiveness.
Genuineness also implies that the listener is not obligated to always
agree with the speaker. This point will be examined further in the section
which follows on nonevaluative support. As Floyd indicates, "Genuineness
means that you listen without deception. You are not genuine when you
provide feedback that is insincere or when you pretend interest in a
speaker's ideas and feelings while really not caring.... Ideally, the speaker
should be able to talk to you as you are, not to an artificial, disguised
version of yourself. "31 This contribution from humanistic psychology is
widely acknowledged by listening theorists.
An attending behavior closely related to genuineness derives from the
philosophical u iderpinings of humanistic psychology--presentness. The
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father of existential psychiatry, Ludwig Binswanger, attempts to clarify
and correct the conceptions of man's basic nature and his experiencing
that are held by Freudians. Thus, in his approach called Daseinsanlyse32
he deals with experiencing at the present moment. The aspect of experiencing as opposed to observing is seen by Rollo May as the first stage in
the existential psychotherapeutic movement. He describes this essential
phenomenological part of the movement as follows:
"Phenomenology is the endeavor to take the phenomena as
given. It is the disciplined effort to clear one's mind of the
presuppositions that so often cause us to see in the patient
only our own theories or the dogmas of our own systems, the
effort to experience instead the phenomena in their full reality
as they present themselves. It is the attitude of openness and

readiness to hear--aspects of the art of listening in psychotherapy that are generally taken for granted and sound so easy
but are exceedingly difficult.. . . while one must have constructs as he listens, one's aim in therapj is to make one's own
constructs sufficiently flexible so that he can listen in terms of
the patient's constructs and hear in the patient's dialogue. "33
This sense of Lein with our communication partner is called presence
by Binswanger and other existential psychiatrists. In his book on listening,
Floyd explains presentness as follows: "Essentially, it means that you
actively attend to the speaker, that you stay with him or her as you listen.
You can be in the room, sitting next to or across from the speaker but not
really present. Your thoughts and attention can be elsewhere. Daydreaming
is a good example of the lack of presentness in listening. "34 Floyd also
posits that the "absence of presentness adversely affects attention, diminishes your ability to understand, and hampers your ability to evaluate fairly. ...
Without presentness you cannot respond effectively to any speaker. "35
The concept of presentness rather than listening through our own constructs
is one of the most significant contributions of humanistic psychology to listening.
Many of the barriers and deterrents to effective listening cited by listening
experts relate to presentness. For example, Nichols' list of deterrents to
good listening which is often cited includes several items such as withdrawing
attention, daydreaming, pretendi to be attentive. and assuming in advance
that the subject is uninteresting.
Steil, Barker, and Watson warn us about
internal distractions and provide suggestions on dealing with this lack of
presentness. 3'' Wolff, Marsnik, Tacey, and Nichols discuss pretense of
listening, attending filters, and techniques for concentration to avoid the
problems of such distractiffs as daydreaming. 38 Wolvin and Coakley likewise
explore similar concepts.
Attending behavior also involves awareness of nonverbal communication.
This includes both using nonverbal communication as a listener/responder
and perceiving nonverbal communication from the speaker. The studies
conducted in humanistic psychology have made numerous contributions to
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listening theories and general knowledge of how listening is affected by

nonverbal elements. Posture, facial expressions, body lean, gestures,
amount of touching, paralinguistics, and a variety of other nonverbal 40
components have been examined in the humanistic psychology research.
Interestingly, writers such as Rogers from psychology and Buber from
philosophy discuss forms of listening where neither party uses verbalizations but instead engage in mutual attending and shared silence.
Thus, listening can be active and yet silent by means of presentness and
nonverbal awareness.
Nonevaluative Listening

Humanistic psychology has also contributed to a concept derived from
many of the factors discussed in previous sections of this analysis. A
nonjudgmental or nonevaluative attitude has been found to be highly important in successful therapy. "The humanistic pyschologist, like the
behaviorist, does not focus his attention on labelimand diagnosis. "41
Rogers calls this unconditional positive regard or a willingness to
withhold judgment and evaluation until all the information has been shared;
and then even after this point to analyze the logic of the content and ovaluate
the factual support in a nonjudgmental manner. Rogers notes that this type
of regard for another means to not place co 1Y:ions of worth on another's
behavior or views - -we sup?ort them and listen to them with open-mindedness.
Nonevaluative listening does not mean we agree with all another says or
does; it is the setting aside of bias and prejudice as much as is humanly
possible so we can comprehend the intended message of our partner and it
is supporting their personhood without conditions of living up to our frame
of reference. Barnlund cites several studies of therapeutic communication
in support of the conclusion that a nonevaluative climate reduces emotional
tension and provides a trust-building opportunity. He states: "In negative
terms, this means the absence of external threat, interference, or
evaluatic ,; in positive terms, it meaks the presence of a comfortable,
trusting, and secure relationship."'" Barnlund also recognizes the essential
nature of listening to therapy: "The major communicative activity of
therapists of nearly all persuasions is listening.. . . Listening requires
enough personal security to avoid defensively distorting or evaluating what
one hears. 1143 This concept is commonly recognized in listening texts and
is a significant contribution of humanistic psychology.

Untapped Contributions for Listening Theory/Research

As the above analysis indicates, listening scholars and researchers
have gained many valuable insights from humanistic psychology. Interpersonal communication, intrape:. ional communication, listening, and
therapy are intertwined by humanistic psychologists. Barnlund recognizes
this interrelationship and the necessity for mutual exchange of research
when he observes:
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. . in the interaction between patient and therapist one
may obtain insight into principles of communication that
facilitate interpersonal understanding and that might be
applied more widely in the conduct of human affairs... .
The belief that communication and therapy are
inextricably related is shared by therapists of many
allegiances. . . . Despite many terminological and conceptual differences, there is common recognition that
therapy is essentially an interpersonal and communica-

tive process. Any research that clarifies the nature of
interpersonal communication should be of :Iterest to the
therapist, and conversely, studies that de.aonstrate the
nature of the therapeutic process should have a bearing
on the ordinary, nonclinical interactions of men. "44
This statement Ly Barniiind is the essence of this paper. It is very
possible communication and --stening theory/research have much to offer
psychotherapy which has to date gone untapped by psychologists. Likewise, it is also highly possible them are still many more potential contributions from humanistic psychology for listening which have gone
unexplored or only noted in passing without recognition of their significance for developing new CaLrections for liscening studies. The following
suggestions and obse:vationa are made in an effort to stimulate the
exploration of even more potential listening ccntributions from humanistic psychology and to also encourage more reverse interdisciplinary
sharing of listeni 1g studies with other disciplines such as psychology,
education, ar.i counseling.
What Not To Do

One area that is open to further contributions for listening stua
and
theory is what we can learn through negative examples. That is, w. .n
learn much about what not to do in communication and listening settings
by knowing about destructive patterns of behavior in transactions. Fac4.ors
of both the verbal and nonverbal nature have been examined by humanistic
psychologists like Rogers, Truax, Gendlin and many others. We may be
able to gleen much about what to do right by looking at what they have discovered about pseudo-communication and pseudo-listening, just as the
classic work in pragmatics by Watzlawick, Beavin, and Jackson or Laing's
phenomenological approach to perspectives drew heavily from psychological
principles and studies.
Symbolization of Experience

Carl Rogers offers a very precise examination of the conditions needed
for a deteriorating relationship as well as an improving one. This area may
be fruitful for potential extentions into listening. For example, Rogers
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posits his own tentative law of interpersonal relationships which centers
upon three components and the level of congruence (improving relationships)
or incongruence (deteriorating) between the components. The three are:
"(1) His experience of the subject of communication with Y.
(Which may be the relationship itself, or any other subject.)
(2) The symbolization of this experience in his awareness, in its
relation to his self-concept.
(3) His conscious communicated expression (verbal and/or motor)
of this experience. "45

The intermediate step of symbolization into awareness or structuring of
cognitive meaning becomes a vital link in the communication pro:;ess and
will influence a multitude of elements in the process such as feedback,
genuineness, congruence/incongruence, perceived attending, and so forth.
Skill Training

The training in helping skills by such counseling psychologists as
Robert R. Carkhuff is a storehouse of information and stimulation for
listening educators and trainers. According to the American Psychological Association, Dr. Carkhuff is the most-referenced counseling psychologist. His model of attending, responding, personalizing, and initiating
offers precise suggestions directly applicable to listening practices. His
model also includes seven specific communication skills which can be
learned in training sessions and which can be precisely rated by trained
observers. 46 The seven scales for interpersonal functioning assessment
are: Empathic Understanding, Respect, Genuineness, Self-Disclosure,
Concreteness, Confrontation, and Immediacy. 47 Carkhuff and other
humanistic counseling psychologists have much to teach listening practitioners
al. ..,t, attending behaviors and training approaches.
Response Studies

The work within humanistic psychology on effects of different types of
listener responses and the depth of responses holds potential benefits for the
field of listening studies. Studies by Rogers, Betz, Whitehorn, Palmore,
Campbell, Southwell, Sarason, Bandura, Dittmann Snyder, Gordon, White,
and a host of others offers rich data on the behaviors resulting from various
combinations of listener responses (attending behaviors, if you will) and the
impact of those responses upon relationships. 48

Speaker Perspective on Listening

Just as early models of interpersonal :. mmunication concentrated mostly
upon the "sender", much of listening th,,, .:.;, appears to perhaps overly concentrat? upon the listener in the cnmrnunication process. It may be that
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much can be learned from the emphasis in humanistic psychology toward
concentration upon our partner and the transaction, instead of upon self
and what we are doing or not doing as a listener. There is a need to of
course be aware of listener attending behavior, but (as Rogers "ldicntes)
effective listening also includes a focus upon our communication partner- the speaker. We may in certain types of listening actually "lose ourself"
as we "become one" with the speaker. This focus is especially important
for a total comprehension of the speaker's "frame of reference, " as with
empathic listening. Just as therapist 3 must be concerned about becoming
overly conscious of self-behavior (approaches used, words selected, nonverbal factors, and so on), we in listening education need to keep a clear
focus on the transaction as a whole and the person to whom we are listening.
Interestingly, fie humanistic psychology movement did not find fault with the
techniques of therapy tlilized in psychoanalysis, but with the theory of
mankind implicit in it. '9 The existential perspective which is the phi?c,sophical foundation of humanistic psychology, advocates a balanced transactional view of human communication with an emphasis toward dialogue.
Transactional listening, dialogic listening, and monologic listening have
valuable lessons for listening theorists. This is not to imply that these
topics have been totally ignored; Floyd and others have called attention to
these contributions, but many untapped resources remain to be discovered
in such areas as the philosophical assumptions of mankind implicit in
various approaches to listening education, training, research, and theory
building.

Empathic Listening

As this analysis indicated in the contributions section, empathic listening
is a recognized category of listening and is viewed by some writers within the
field of communication.as the ultimate form of listening. However, with all
the acknowledgment it has received within the listening community, methods
of training commonly utilized in the preparation of counselors and therapists
are seldom alluded to in listening literature or educational programs. Rogers
introduced the open sharing and analysis of taped conversations as a learning
aid in therapy training. Audio and video recordings as educational tools for
teaching empathic listening should be explored more fully as an aid in listening education. The group feedback techniques for skill development related
to empathic listening utilized by humanistic psychologists such as Truax,
Carkhuff, Gendlin, and Rogers are invaluable for empathic listening instruction.
Ideal Therapeutic Relationship
Some interesting studies have been conducted to determine what the ideal
therapeutic relationship includes. Review of this literature may offer valuable
insights regarding the overall communication dynamics of the liscening process.
For example, one study by Fiedler surveyed therapists from a variety of
psychological schools including psychoanalytic, A dlerian, client-centered,
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and eclectic approaches. A group of eight statements were found by
Fiedler to rank consistently as the most characteristic of an ideal
therapeutic relationship:
(1) Participates completely in the patient's communication;
(2) Comments accurately reflect what patient is trying to convey;
(3) Understands the patient's feelings;
(4) Tries to understand the patient's feelings;
(5) Always follows the patient's line of thought;
(6) Tone of voice conveys complete ability to share the patient's feelings;
(7) Sees the patient as a co-worker on a common problem;
(8) Treats the patient as an equal. 51

Such studies may lead to more precise conceptions of the ideal listening
paradigm.

Perceived Listening

Does a therapist or any other listener actually have to be an effective
listener or is it sufficient for most transactions to simply be perceived as
an effective listener ? Are there particular behaviors which consistently are
viewed by the listener s indicators of listening, but which in reality are not
necessarily indicative f listening? Is it possible to be perceived as a good
listener when in fact one is not ? If so, what specific verbal and nonverbal
cues are most important in projecting perceived listening? What are the
ethical factors inherent in such acts as deliberately educating individuals to
"appear" to be effective listeners when in fact they are not? How do such ideas
relate to Martin Buber's concept of "appearance"?
Questions such as those above have been pondered by humanistic psychologists. Listening educators have also considered some of these concerns,
but have not tapped into the many facets of these topics to the depth explored
by those in humanistic psychology. Part of this obviously comes from the
divergent goals and objectives of the two disciplines, but it is a subject that
is worthy of further examination and research.
Outcomes

A topic traditionally of great interest to all psychologists is that of the
therapeutic outcomes. Much research has been conducted to determine what
precise effects result from counseling and helping relationships. 52 An example
which has been explored to some extent by listening researchers is that of
self-esteem. Alan Zimmerman's efforts within the International Listening
Association to discover the effects of listening on the self-esteem of the
speaker are an important step toward outcomes analysis. Humanistic
psychology can provide listening researchers with specific methods of
research and with the information already collected from numerous major
studies on outcomes of various combinations of listening variables.
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Conclusion

Carl Rogers acknowledged the interplay between psychology and
communication when he concluded: "We may say then that psychotherapy
is good communication within and between men. We may also turn that
statement around and it will still be true. Good communication, free
communication, within or between men, is always therapeutic. "53 This
analysis has attempted to indicate the symbiotic nature of humanistic
psychology and listening studies, however there is a larger lesson to
be learned from this study. It is hoped that this selective examination
of possible insights from one specific discipline will encourage a willing-

ness among listening scholars, thinkers, theorists, and researchers to
tap into the many other disciplines which relate directly and indirectly
to the field of listening.
The world of knowledge belongs to all disciplines who remain open to
it and recognize we are looking at the same body of information through
different sets of assumptions. We can learn our own discipline anew by
being willing to step outside the boundries of our limiting assumptions and
learn from other perspectives. The body of knowledge is consistent; it is
`he selective vision of limiting ourselves to one disciplinary view which
keeps us from having a more comprehensive picture of the whole.
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